White paper

Extending the
definition of HD Flexo
High definition flexo has undergone a number of
changes since it took the flexo market by storm.
Find out how the process maintained its simplicity
while flexo quality went up.
By Ian Hole, VP Market Development, Esko

Introduction
In one form or another, high definition flexo imaging now represents
more than 30% of all the digital installations worldwide.

In the three and a half years since it was introduced, the technology
has undergone changes that have considerably extended the tonal
range and, therefore, increased the packaging’s shelf impact.

Meanwhile, the process has maintained its simplicity, even reducing
the number of manual steps. It has been an interesting set of flexo
plate technology and dot discoveries.
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1. Better dots through higher resolutions
Imaging resolutions for CTP flexo have changed dramatically. In 1995, a 2100 pixel per inch (ppi) dot
was used. That improved to 2540 ppi in 1998 and, with the advent of high definition flexo, 4000 ppi
in 2008.
While most people understand that higher resolutions offer greater detail, the most important facet
of 4000 dpi is that it can help image more grey levels. Of course, the more grey levels there are, the
less apparent stepping there is in an image.
More files from the designer are built from 256 grey levels, which is the amount that a byte of
information can define in an image file. So, these 256 grey levels are needed to fully reproduce the
design work images.

11. Calculating grey levels
Many of us know that the number of grey levels is calculated by:
• Number of natural grey levels = (PPI/LPI)²
• Where PPI is CTP Imaging resolution, and LPI is job line screen
Using this equation, a 150-line screen at 2400 ppi creates a RIPped file using 256 grey levels.
However, many converters are challenging quality levels, testing 200, and even 225 line screens – or
even more.
A 2400 ppi imager can only generate 144 grey levels at 200 dpi, and 92 at 250 dpi. Also, flexo typically
requires compensation on the tonal range – e.g. a mid-tone compensation. Each compensation
step further reduces the number of available grey levels. Of course, there is so-called ‘Super Cell
Screening’ that can artificially create more grey levels by mixing dot sizes into each other, but they
need space to work well. While tonal transitions over a larger area can be smoother, short transitions
as well as high-detail tonal changes inside images cannot be fixed – which is why you often can see
the individual grey steps.
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12. 4000 ppi for superior quality
A 4000 ppi imager still creates 256 grey levels at 250 dpi and 400 grey levels at 200 lpi. There are so
many natural grey levels available that, even after all the compensation steps, there will still be more
than 256 grey levels remaining. This creates outstanding image visual appearance, with high detail
sharpness and outstanding image contrast.
At higher resolutions, another thing occurs. At 4000 ppi, dot shapes are also better, because there
are more pixels to define the shape of the dot. While this is not quite as pronounced with larger dots,
the difference in small screen dots is very pronounced. Experience shows that just going to 4000ppi
will create a minimum dot percentage in print that is about 40% lower than what is possible with
2540ppi.

High resolution imaging

High Definition screening
Highlights

175 lpi

Microcells

The image below shows how dots are formed on files at the bitmap pixel level for a 175lpi screen for
both 2540ppi and 4000ppi imaging resolutions. You can see that the 2% dots at 2540ppi consist of
only a few pixels, creating a jagged dot shape. Although oxygen inhibition can smooth out the top
of the dot during plate processing, the jagged structure still exists. Consequently, small dots tend to
bend on the press more easily – or some of them might even tear off due to wear, leading to dirty
printing. At 4000ppi, all dots are nearly perfectly round and, thus, fully equal on the plate.
For the mid tones and the dot closure area, 4000ppi imaging leads to much better defined structures.
The distance between the dots is exactly the same, producing a much more standardized dot closure
area and less problems on the press. At 2540 ppi, ‘bridging’ can occur, when pixels stick out from two
dots, allowing ink to join together to dramatically increase the dot gain in that area. While at 2540ppi
special screening dot shapes are often needed to better print the dot closure area, at 4000ppi the
standard circular screen already performs the job.
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2. Eliminating the hard edge
A common problem with flexo is the hard edge in the highlight: the sudden finish of the tonal range.
There is no progressive gradation down to zero as with offset and gravure.
With standard CTP flexo, there is low tonal contrast, and a visible vignette edge due to large minimum
highlight tonal values. A lot of this is caused because in flexo, minimum dots bend on the press,
which can result in considerable dot gain in those highlights. This is not the case with traditional
gravure and offset. You can see it in the following samples.

Gravure/Offset:
Minimum tonal
value 1%

Standard
CTP Flexo:
Minimum tonal
value 12%

21. Variable screen dot sizes
Part of the ‘magic’ of the original incarnation of high definition flexo was the use of variable screen dot
sizes in the highlights close to zero. They are not all the same size, so they progressively disappear
before others. The eyes are tricked to view the dots in a smooth way, seeing a homogenous grey.
Some disappear before others, and eliminate the problem of a hard edge.
This is in strong contrast to stochastic models, which use fewer dots when the tonal value is reduced.
The penalty for this lower dot frequency is much more visible graininess in the highlight areas, especially
when several colors are printed together. This is why AM screening is the only really viable answer.
High definition screens allow only the small dots to fade away at the extreme end of a vignette to zero.
The reason for this is quite inventive. Over the 1.5 to 2.5% dot range, these dots disappear, but 0.5,
1.0 and 1.5% dots still are present, and still visible. Thus, it provides a nice, smooth vignette. It is even
more attractive the wider (in area) the gradation is.
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Along with the use of dots of different sizes
in the highlights are a few dots that are even
larger than the typical minimum dot size in
standard screening. These dots are so stable,
that they easily can withstand the force of the
press during the printing process.
The other dots in the grid are smaller, as little as 10 microns in size. The small dots are supported by
the larger dots and, therefore, do not bend on the press. So, they can deliver tiny printed dots that
stay stable even during long runs, bringing the tonal values of highlights even nearer to zero!

3. A solid update for high definition flexo
Adding more ink does not necessarily mean that the solids will improve. Flexible packaging printing
often suffers from inhomogeneous ink laydown; particularly on foils with solvent inks.
This is caused by pinholes in solid areas printed with digital flexo plates. The ink lay down is influenced
by the self-organization effect of ink due to surface tension. It causes the ink film to reticulate into
cells of about 100 micron in size, and the press direction and speed transforms these cells into lines.
This results in visible defects on the solids (‘pinholes’) that reduce the flat appearance of solids,
overprints – and even Pantone simulations. It also leads to reduced solid ink density (SID) in general,
making it necessary to separate linework and process work into two plates.
Higher volume anilox rollers can be used to increase the solid appearance, but this concurrently
reduces the highlight quality. Especially for underprints or overprints, solid white is often just printed
twice. Other than the lower quality appearance to the human eye, all these technology options really
result in higher costs to the printer.
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31. Tightly organized screen patterns save the day
There is a fix. The second generation of high definition flexo added very tight, organized screen patterns.
The self-organization of the ink is destroyed and the ink laydown becomes more homogeneous. The
images below show the difference in solids between standard screens and micro screens. The micro
screens allow ink to stay in place, rather than pooling wherever it wants to go. Ink is encouraged to
lay down even in patterning by using cells across solid areas.
By transferring more ink than a standard solid surface, the high definition technology can also increase
the SID by 0.1 to 0.3, depending on the print application.
High definition flexo with microcells offers the best balance between SID increase and good solid
appearance. This minimizes ink consumption on the press along with smooth and pinhole-free solids.

You can see that, with equivalent ink levels, the special screening generates a higher solid ink density,
but with a smoother ink laydown.

100 micron

Solid printout
with standard
plate surface

Solid printout
with Micro Screening
on plate surface

75% tint with Microcells
on processed plate

This is an image of the surface structure with a 75% tint. The small cell structures do not come close
to the edge of the elements by the specific RIPping, so that edges of objects and screening dots still
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stay sharp. However, the cells help to hold more ink. And, the cells can be handled and cleaned like
a standard HD Flexo plate.

Thus, the second generation of high definition plates offers improvements throughout the entire
tonal range: from extreme highlights to clean mid-tones to high-contrast shadows and even denser,
smoother solids, color overprints and more Pantone emulations. In all areas, dot gain is well controlled,
even reaching fully linear behavior under most printing conditions.
Just as important, this straightforward, open technology is easy to implement and is supported by
nearly all existing, popular digital plate manufacturers. It fits right into a current digital plate workflow.

So the second generation technology can:
• Provide detail sharpness and image contrast to entire tonal range
• Offer transitions to zero
• Provide smooth solids, with higher solid ink density
• Generate higher lineatures defined by higher resolution dots, with no rosettes or moirés
• Offer easier makereadies
• Work with any plate, using any process
• Require no change to normal anilox lpi
• Deliver consistent and repeatable results
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4. Moving exposure inside
Consistent light exposure throughout the entire plate can be a challenge. The larger the plate, the
more pronounced the UV main exposure is.
In certain print conditions, such as wide web flexibles and post-print corrugated, there is a need to
reproduce superior highlights to zero along with a strong midtone dot structure.
Unfortunately, the inconsistency of bank light UV main exposure is compromised due to the plate’s
position on the frame bed and the distance from middle of the plate to its corners.
UV bank lights typically do degrade over 500 hours down to their expected 5,000-hour lifetime, but
the decrease in lighting is different for each individual lamp. Compensation needs to be made at least
twice a year to correct the exposure, but is very much related to the amount of hours the frame lights
are used.
This lack of intensity measurement and replacement control can lead to unstable plate quality.
And, unfortunately, extending the exposure time will not completely compensate for the loss of mW
intensity. Without enough brilliant light, the polymerization of the plate cannot be completed, resulting
in poorly formed dot structure. Thus, extending the lifetime of the lamp by increasing the exposure
time will not succeed.
Individual lamp aging – and the quality of light emission – can also be troublesome. It results in uneven
light emission between the lamps themselves. Emitted light is multi-directional, and not focused, so,
even throughout the area of the bed, a plate does not receive even exposure.

However, when UV exposure is introduced within the plate imager, there is no UV degradation
over time, and the expected lifetime is at least 5,000 hours. Thus, with digital UV exposure, plate
departments can expect perfectly controlled plate production.
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Also, because internal plate exposure delivers light through a simultaneous movement of the UV
source over the plate by drum rotation, controlled by software, each area receives exactly the same
light quality and quantity.
It is continuously monitored and tuned. When the diode cannot work anymore, it will warn the operator
and shut down. The results are uniform dot shaping throughout the entire plate, a light source that is
perpendicular to the plate surface, and cool light that does not distribute heat to the plate.

For applications outside of standard
flexo, this technology also works well –
for example, with beverage cans, tubes,
security printing, etc. using CTP letterpress
metal-backed plates. With no required UV
back exposure; this new exposure system
makes the plate in a one-step procedure.
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5. Full HD Flexo: flattening the dots
Until recently, high definition technology at its latest incarnation generated round dots. There is
increased tonal range in the highlights and drop shadows, with special screening for solids.
And, while it delivers exceptional highlights, the solids, although smooth and better, for certain
applications and press conditions require more ink in the shadows and solids, without loss of detail.
For example, wide web flexible and post-print corrugated require smooth highlights to zero, but also
require strongly built midtone dots to transfer ink at high press speeds on a wide range of substrates.

51. What about flat top dots?
Flat top dots have been a popular topic with flexo plate production. They have been known to deliver
vibrant colors with very strong solid ink densities. Many companies have found ways to create flat top
dots, along with high definition flexo:

•

by eliminating oxygen from the UV main exposure

•

by using high energy bursts of UV light

•

by introducing nitrogen to the process

•

or by introducing a film-based system

•

by using a clear lamination layer

Unfortunately, there is a downside to flat top dots. The resultant dot gain within the highlights –
common to all flat top dot systems – will always restrict the imaging of highlights down to zero,
resulting in a hard edge.
You can see the difference between round dots and flat dots. Ultimately, a printer would like the
highlights from a round dot (left side) and shadows from a flat dot (right side).
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52. The best of both worlds
Full HD Flexo combines the excellent print behavior of round top dots in the highlights with the print
behavior of flat top dots in the shadows.

+

The new technology involves programmable variable control of the intensity and timing of the LED UV
diode during the UV main exposure inside the imager. The digital control from the Laser Diode UV
main exposure inside the imager can be used to generate both dot types on a job-to-job basis: digital
round top and conventional flat top plates.
This is achieved by using variable power density levels of UV exposure. Flat top dots require more UV
exposure of light than round top dots. This burst accelerates the polymerization reaction so that the
oxygen within the surrounding air is not capable of influencing it anymore. This creates a perfect 1:1
reproduction of the image without dot sharpening.
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0% 10%		Density

DIGITAL FLEXO

HD FLEXO

FULL HD FLEXO

1.25

1.4

microcells

microcells

1.7

microcells

So, high definition technology has matured and evolved to extend the tonal range of print. From a
10% highlight dot and 1.25 SID in 1995, it expanded to a 0% highlight and 1.4 SID with inline UV in
2009. Now, in 2012, with full HD Flexo using Inline UV2, it can deliver highlight dots to zero along
with 1.7 SID.
Because the range of tones on plates has expanded, full high definition flexo can reproduce more
Pantone colors very accurately. Smooth solids and full highlights extend the printable color space.
Over 70% of all Pantones can be emulated on typical flexible packaging presses using only C,M,Y,K
inks (within an accuracy lower than 3 ∆E).
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6. The consequences for color
Research has also taught us that adding more ink does not necessarily reproduce a solid ink
accurately. It may provide more color – but does this match the color required?
The diagram below, based on spectrum measurements of ISO magenta ink based on additional
laydown, shows that the tint of the ink actually drifts away from the ISO color match – in this case,
towards red. With an unacceptable ∆e of 6.56, the highest ink laydown is far from matching the
required color.
Full high definition flexo allows a printer to reproduce a good SID with the optimum ink transfer. The
optimal ink transfer results in no pinholes, while the optimum SID delivers solid colors that match their
ISO standards.
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So, at the end, both dot shapes – digital round top plates and conventional flat top plates – have their
own justifications in the flexible packaging printing process. High definition flexo has helped flexo printers
compete with offset and gravure technologies by offering a more complete tonal range from highlight to
shadow. This offers more vibrant colors, much softer highlights, and a broader range of Pantone colors
available to emulate in CMYK – or extended up to 7-color gamut. As more printers gain more experience
with full high definition flexo, we can expect some extraordinary examples of package printing in the near
future.
Recent awards by the German FTA (DFTA) are just the beginning of a bright future for this technology.
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To find out more about FD Flexo and Full HD Flexo please visit www.esko.com/flexo!

